


Realize Your Dreams



We all have dreams. Some of us dream of

adding more adventure to our lives.

Others dream of breaking out of the

chains of routine. Still others dream of

embarking on a more fulfilling life journey.

Whatever your particular dream may be,

the all-new Wanderlodge LXi will set you

on the right course to turn that dream

into a reality. Each day will brim over

with opportunity and possibility. No

rules. No limits. No boundaries. Just the

unlimited freedom to go wherever your

dreams may take you. Do you dare to

realize your dreams?



Redefining Luxury

Other coaches may give you the option of customizing luxury. On the LXi, it

comes standard. It delivers unparalleled luxury and classic styling. From the

designer cabinetry . . . to the lavish appointments . . . to the state-of-the-art

sound system . . . no detail has been spared. The LXi is truly the new standard

by which other luxury coaches will be measured.



32-inch front LCD screen

Panasonic 5.1 Dolby digital surround 
sound DVD/VCR entertainment system, 

in-motion satellite and GPS system

Ergonomically designed driver area

Spacious, glass enclosed shower



Rugged Good Look s

Solid construction and superior performance make the LXi one-of-a-kind. It has

been carefully engineered to withstand the wear and tear of life on the road.

The sturdy, integrated stainless steel body/chassis construction ensures 

more structural integrity than fiberglass motorhomes. 

As for handling, the LXi is like driving a finely tuned 

automobile. The new independent front suspension 

system—with a 54° turning angle—allows you to 

maneuver in and out of the most constricted areas. 

So whatever may lie ahead on the road, you’ll be ready.

At Blue Bird, we want to make sure your Wanderlodge experience is everything

you imagined. That’s why we offer an exclusive new 5-year/3-year warranty.

See your Wanderlodge dealer for full details.

High performance 525hp Caterpillar C13 engine with industry
leading ACERT emissions-compliant technology



Engineered specifically for a motor coach, the LXi features a fully
integrated stainless steel body/chassis construction for durability
and strength

The slide-outs utilize a unique linear
bearing design to create more space and
ensure reliability

New independent front suspension and rear suspension system with six
outboard airbags for optimal handling

Full multi-plex electrical system for improved diagnostics and reliability

Vertical roof exhaust to ensure that any vehicle in tow will remain clean

High-strength, corrosion-resistant stainless steel
structure/skin and a one-piece all aluminum roof
frame ensure structural integrity

To guarantee absolute quality control, Wanderlodge
designs and builds the entire LXi all under one
roof—from frame rails to finish



It  ,s Your Dream Come True
Here’s your chance to realize the dream of owning a Wanderlodge. To help

you get started on the journey, we’re extending a personal invitation to you

to come tour our manufacturing facility. We’d also like to encourage you to

visit a Wanderlodge dealer to test drive the LXi. You’ll discover firsthand

what owning a Wanderlodge can mean to you and your family. Isn’t it time

to fulfill your dreams?

Join the Famil y
Owning a Wanderlodge LXi doesn’t just open the door to a whole new life. It

allows you to become a part of the industry’s most welcoming motor coach

family: the Wanderlodge Family of Friends. With a

well-established member roster, they enjoy special

benefits and amenities, plus the opportunity to share

experiences with other Wanderlodge owners at rallies

throughout the year—including our Rally in the

Valley. Come join the fun.

To schedule a plant tour, or find a dealer near you, contact Wanderlodge at

1-800-486-7122, or visit us online at www.blue-bird.com.
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